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Embedding Sound and Video

– placing Quicktime clips on a webpage is called Embedding, and uses the <embed> tag.

<embed src="myvideo.mov" width="192" height="160" volume=128 controller=TRUE
autoplay=FALSE>

– width and height can be obtained from Quicktime Player
– controller toggles the standard Quicktime control bar under the movie

– autoplay toggles whether the movie automatically starts when the page loads up
– volume ranges from 0 to 255, and sets the volume of the video clip (not the master system

volume)

Publishing your pages
- To send your pages to a web server, you use an FTP client.
- File Transfer Protocol is like File Sharing across the BAMP computer room.

Good FTP clients include Fetch for the Mac and CuteFTP and AtlantisFTP for
Windows.

- Browsers can also access FTP sites, but have only basic capabilities.

Useful sites for reference
• NCSA HTML Primer -

http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/General/Internet/WWW/HTMLPrimer.html

Good basic guide to HTML, from the National Computational Science Alliance in USA

• HTML Primer - http://htmlprimer.com
Organised into “lessons” starting with a browser session much like todays!

• Anabella’s HTML Guide - http://www.geocities.com/~annabella/html.html
Very nicely laid out, and very graphical

• Calkid’s University - http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Acropolis/5969/index.html
HTML 101 (followed by 102, 103 etc.!)

• Webmonkey – http://www.hotwired.com/webmonkey

Web designers news, discussion and learning site
• The HTML Station – http://www.december.com/html

Another useful guide
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The Internet is hardware consisting of computers and communication equipment, and can be

described as a network of networks. It has its origins in an American military project that set out

to design a system of communication between computers that would continue to function even if
parts of the infrastructure were damaged. Today, there are uncountable millions of machines all

interconnected and exchanging data. The Internet is not owned by anyone - it is the result of
anarchic cooperation and survival of the fittest technology.

This phrase was coined by American vice president Quayle and used at an after dinner speech

delivered to businessmen. He was trying to persuade businesses that they must embrace the new
technologies to make progress. There were media representatives present during the speech so

the phrase reached a wider audience. Hype and imprecision has been added in large measure so
that now the phrase is used to mean almost anything! Probably the closest synonym is Internet.

Relatively recently (started 1989, first public release 1991) software was devised that makes it

particularly easy for a user to read information that has been mounted on the Internet. This
software allows a document to be "linked" to another regardless of its physical location, and the

different methods that computers can use to talk to each other are automatically invoked and
hidden from the user's view. The software was originally devised for use by workers at the

nuclear physics laboratory in Cern, Switzerland by Tim Berners-Lee. He is now chairman of the
international world wide web committee, which continues the work that he started. It is the

software of the World Wide Web that has brought about the recent explosion of popularity of the

Internet.

This stands for Internet Service Provider. These are the organisations that can offer you a

connection to the internet. Examples include America On Line (AOL), Compuserve and
Freeserve. For users in departments on campus, IT Services provide the internet connection and

are effectively the ISP for the university.

Uniform Resource Locator - The location of any document that has been placed on the World
Wide Web is described by its URL. A typical form for a URL is

http://www.server.com/folder/directory/filename.html


Hypertext Markup Language - documents that are placed on the Web have to be written in this
language. It is a mixture of plain text, and instructions.

Anything that is to be published using World Wide Web techniques has to be mounted on a

computer that is configured as a source of data and is running the appropriate programmes. Such
a computer then becomes a server.

Software that runs in your personal workstation and allows you to read World Wide Web
material is called a Browser. The best known browsers are Netscape Navigator, (commonly

known as just Netscape) and Internet Explorer.

Some advanced features can be added to web documents by writing programmes in this
language. Only the newest browsers can interpret Java; others may produce an error message or

perhaps cause the workstation to seize up.


